
 

Summary of JESNA’s Evaluation Report on IFF/Chicago 
 
JESNA (the Jewish Education Service of North America) conducted a program 
evaluation of the first year of operation of InterfaithFamily/Chicago. This is 
InterfaithFamily’s summary of JESNA’s report issued in December 2012; we would be 
pleased to make the full report available upon request.  
 
JESNA concludes that in its first year of operation, IFF/Chicago made “noteworthy 
strides” towards its goals: 
 Goal: Raising awareness that the Chicago Jewish community welcomes interfaith 

families, primarily through the Chicago pages on the IFF Network and the IFF 
Newsletter 

o 64% (44/69) of individual (non-professional) respondents believe that 
IFF/Chicago is increasing awareness of resources for interfaith couples 
and families in the Chicago Jewish community and helping interfaith 
couples and families make connections to the Chicago Jewish community 

o 36% (12/33) of individual recipients say the IFF Newsletter makes them feel 
more welcomed by the Chicago Jewish community 

 Goal: Helping interfaith families find clergy to officiate at life-cycle events 
o 86% (12/14) of respondents who used it found the officiation referral service 

helpful 
 Goal: Helping new interfaith families learn how to talk and make decisions about 

religious traditions, primarily through the Love and Religion workshop 
o 100% (6/6) of respondents said that as a result of participating in the 

workshop they feel more comfortable talking about interfaith issues with 
their spouse or partner 

o 83% (5/6) are more comfortable incorporating Jewish practices into their 
family life 

 Goal: Helping interfaith families learn how to incorporate Jewish traditions in their 
lives, primarily through the Raising a Child with Judaism class 

o 71% (5/7) of respondents said that as a result of participating in the class they 
are more knowledgeable about Judaism and Jewish practice and 57% (4/7) 
are more comfortable incorporating Jewish practices into their family life 

 Goal: Training Jewish clergy and professionals how to welcome people in interfaith 
relationships 

o 89% (31/35) of clergy and professionals said their connection with 
IFF/Chicago led to increased awareness of Chicago-based resources 
available for interfaith couples and families and 65% (22/34) to increased 
awareness of issues facing interfaith couples and families 

o 76% (13/17) of clergy agreed that IFF/Chicago provides resources and tools 
that can help clergy reach out to and work with interfaith couples and 
families 

o 100% (12/12) of professionals said their participation in trainings led to 
increased sensitivity to issues facing interfaith couples and families; 100% 
(11/11) to increased understanding of how to respond to questions and 
comments about interfaith issues. 



 

 
The evaluation notes numerous positive comments about Rabbi Ari Moffic, Director of 
IFF/Chicago: 
 “Ari is the best. She is knowledgeable, trusting, and understanding of the interfaith 

community.”  
 “Thanks to Ari, being sensitive in interfaith families is at the forefront when we are 

designing programs and program materials. We look forward to continuing to work 
together.”  

 
Highlights from the interviews: 
 “One area in which the impact of IFF/Chicago was particularly salient for some 

families was the choice of a Jewish preschool. A number of interviewees spoke about 
the ways in which Rabbi Moffic was particularly helpful. One interviewee 
acknowledged that without Rabbi Moffic, she would not have had the ‘guts to enroll 
her child in the local temple.’… Another noted that in following up with Rabbi Ari, 
s/he was able to go back to a temple that originally had seemed unwelcoming to 
interfaith families.” 

 “Many interviewees who had participated in the Raising a Child with Judaism class 
talked about the salient impact of the first session, in which they were introduced to 
the practice of saying the Sh’ma at bedtime. Interviewees said they never would have 
considered adopting the practice had it not been the subject of the class. They 
expressed appreciation for the introduction to the ritual, and said that they find it 
meaningful.” 

 
JESNA’s key observations: 
 “IFF/Chicago has begun to establish itself as the ‘go-to’ place for resources to address 

interfaith issues or questions.” 
 “The degree to which IFF/Chicago has opened the door to many interfaith families 

that otherwise might be very isolated from the Jewish community must be 
acknowledged and lauded.” 

 “The workshop and especially the class raised the participants’ comfort level in 
incorporating Jewish practice into their family life, and many respondents indicated 
that they are interested in learning more about Judaism and Jewish practice. Almost 
all felt they gained an understanding of how Judaism can fit into their lives. As a 
result, there is a great potential to build upon these initial levels of impact by building 
ongoing relationships and/or coaching and mentoring.” 

 “IFF’s holistic approach that does not only focus on the individuals in interfaith 
relationships but also addresses the needs of clergy and professionals (who serve as 
gate-keepers to the Jewish community) is instrumental to its success. Through this 
systemic approach, IFF/Chicago is both raising awareness of issues and building 
professional capacities,…” 

 “Ongoing developmental evaluation will be needed to continue to fine-tune programs 
and offerings, challenge assumptions about what is working and what is not, and what 
modifications are needed to ensure continued growth and impact.” 

  



 

 
Areas that need attention: 
 Increase visibility – 20% (14/69) of individual respondents were not familiar with 

IFF/Chicago’s work and only 20% (14/70) had visited the Chicago Community Page 
 Demonstrate the value to organizations of listing on the Network – “Among those 

[professionals] whose congregations are listed, there was much variation in the value 
they placed on this,…”  

 Increase efforts to connect program providers with others – the majority neither 
agreed nor disagreed that they feel more connected to other Jewish program providers 
as a result of IFF/Chicago. 

 
Methodology: 
 JESNA sent online surveys to people who connected with IFF/Chicago in its first, 

start-up year (July 1, 2011 – June 30, 2012) and conducted 12 follow-up phone 
interviews (all with non-professionals). The surveys were sent to: 

o 465 individuals; 70 responded (15%). The respondents include visitors to the 
IFF Network Chicago pages, recipients of the IFF Newsletter, members of the 
IFF Network, 14 people who made requests for officiation referral, 6 
participants in a Love and Religion workshop for new couples, and 7 
participants in a Raising a Child with Judaism class. 

o 45 clergy; 19 (42%) responded. These include recipients of the IFF 
Newsletter, members of the IFF Network, 10 clergy on IFF’s officiation 
referral list and 5 participants in an IFF/Chicago clergy training. 

o 92 professionals; 27 (29%) responded. These include 17 recipients of the IFF 
Newsletter, 18 members of the IFF Network, and 12 participants in 
IFF/Chicago trainings.  


